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cracked software is perfectly legal and i dont see why its any different from buying a car,
an ipad, iphone or any other item that is designed for a purpose. if the purpose of the
item is to make money for the company, then by law they should be allowed to do so.

software companies have extremely high profit margins, so they dont make any money
from the people who use their products, they make the money from the companies who
buy the products. cracked software is 100% legal and i dont see any problem with it. if

someone does not have money to buy the software, they will not buy it. if they dont buy
it, the people who make the software will not be able to make any money. hey, i can

understand that. i am a long time windows user with a lot of music applications on my pc.
lately, i have been downloading cracked applications to get for free. if something is free,
why should i bother to pay for it? the cracked daw plugins are no different than buying a
new daw. you get what you pay for. i have a $1000 daw and i am a noob. however, i am
not gonna spend $1000 on a daw if i can use a crack. if i don’t know how to set it up, i

will tell the crack author to make the manuals and tutorials for the crack. i just don’t want
to pay $1000 for a plugin. i also don’t want to have to wait 2 years to get support for my
$1000 daw. these people are not going to make you wait. it is their bread and butter. you
can have the free plugin but you have to give the authors a piece of your mind. and for

those who don’t want to pay, just don’t use the plugin. it is not a crime to crack an
application.
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you are missing the point. the point
is that if you crack software, you

are their user. you are not our user.
so if you crack the software, you
take away the power of the real

user to pay for that software.
actually, i have to use a cracked
version of the vst plugin that i

bought because the authors are
still making changes to the plugin
and there are many bugs in the
plugin i have paid for. the plugin

i’m using works fine, but if i had to
use a cracked version, i would have
to wait for the plugin to be updated
or i would have to find a way to fix
the bugs in the plugin. if you dont

believe me just look at any country
in africa. west africa is just like
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nigeria, little more well-developed
only in the cities. east africa is not
as developed as west africa. in a

way i feel bad for the people there.
ive heard stories from friends who
live in those countries that theyve
been in prison for stealing. i mean
they stole food and sold it so they
could buy one apple or something
cheap. is that stealing? absolutely!
i dont care what people believe in.
thats their opinion, but they can
believe what they want to. i dont
have the heart to go into a lot of

further discussion. ive just decided
to not buy anything. and ive

stopped downloading/cracking
stuff. its a waste of time and

money. sorry if ive rambled but i
feel offended that people are

calling me a thief. its absurd. if i
had a studio and had some sort of
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money and a recording/playing
device i would buy something from
the market. but i dont. i cant afford
it. it doesnt matter if the software

is cracked or not. if youre
downloading the software then

youre basically stealing it. theres
nothing wrong with that just as

long as the people dont look down
on you for it 5ec8ef588b
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